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INTRODUCTION 

You may find the title of this talk misleading. I will not try 

to summarize recent predictions concerning super-heavy elements. This 

is done very well in a paper by S. G. Nilsson et al., available as a 

UCRL and to appear shortly in Nuclear Physics.1 There is even a Review 
I) 

Article':- already available by G. T. Seaberg in Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci., (1968). 

The probable existence of an island of relative stability around 

Z ~ 110, N ~ 184 is really old stuff by now, and it is more exciting 

to look at the second stage in the game. 

The first stage was concerned with the q_uestion "can super-heavy 

elements exist and what are their lifetimes"? 

The second stage is centered on the q_uestion "how to make them · 

and what are the cross sections"? 

There are three ways of discovering or making super-heavy elements: 

1. Find them in nature. 

2. Use massive neutron irradiation. 

3. Use heavy ions. 

I will only discuss #3, since this is a conference on Heavy Ions. 

The basic idea is of course: bang together two nuclei and hope 

a snper-heavy nucleus will come out. Many combinations· of target and 

projectile have been suggested for the reaction: 

. ill 
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= .Super-Heavy Nuclcun. 

I would .like to classify the reactions into thrE;!e groll.ps F.l.ccording to 

the scheme. illustrated i~ Fig. 1. 

·There are two principal difficulties in all tJ:e proposals: 

1. How to make the neutron to proton ratio come out in the 

neighborhood of 184:110. 

2. How to m:tke the reaction oufficiently gentle so l:l.S. not to 

shatter the extremely brittle super-heavy· nucleus one 'is trying· to. 

forni. 

. Let Jne ctrcso the second diffil:ulLy, because it i.s less 

obvious. The fact that super-heavy nuclei will probably have high 

fission barriers and long half-lives tends to obscl,ll'e .. the fact that 

they are very brittle. By this I me~n that a+though they a,re ~table 

and stiff they can stand only a small amow1t. of distortiori t'rom the 

spherical shn.pe. I would ~omparP. A. Slt:per-haa.vy nuclcuo· to o. cryc;tttl . •,• 

ball, or even a crystal wine glass. It is very st;i.ff and permanent if 

left to itself, but beware of,distorting it much from its symmetric 

shape. If-you do .it wil.l. 'shl'l,t.ter at. ·Onoe. . - " . . 

This brittleness may be the .biggeot factor in cutting clown 

cross sections f'or the formation of super-heavy·nuclei in heavy-ion 

reaction~, because heavy--ion reactions ore violent . affairs. They lead 

as a rule to large vibrations and rotations of the system and this is 

• 
bad if you ar,e deali.ne; w:i.th a brittle object. 

A quantitative measure of the brittleness of a nucleus is the 

size of the critical distortion beyond which it will disint.egrate.--a 

kind of elastic yield point. In fission theory jargon this is.called 
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the saddle-point shape, beyond which tl:e nucleus falls apart. The 

following table illustrates how nuciei become very brittle in the 

relatively narrow range of masses between Po, say, and Z = 110: 

Critical Shape Brittleness 

Po like rubber 

U-Frn like plexiglas_ 

110 like crystal. 

·Rece:ntJ,.y very· interesting experiments in Dubna )':lave demonstrated 

that the Po nucleus sometimes comes off as a fission fragment in the 

bombardment of U with Ar. This has led to some optimism that elements 

like Z = 110· might come of'f in the fission of U + Kr or Xe. I 

hope I am wrong, but the extrapolation from Po to 110 may be misleading. 

Po is very resilient and may well survive the trauma of its birth as a 

fission fragment. With the brittle nucleus 110 the dangers are much 

greater. 

To summarize: From the point of view of brittleness Type I 

reactions arf:. .l.l7.fl.Rt. nnjP.~ti.cmable. From the :point of view· of the 

N:Z _ratio Type III reactions are least unfavorable. (Type II reactions 

tend to have Coulomb barriers lower in relation to their Q-values than 

Type I reactions. This is sometimes thought of as an advantage which 

would make. "col.d fusion" possible. The high Q values may or may not 

be an adVantage, but the argument for cold fusion is not sound.) 

.Ms.ny ingenious suggestions have been made aj.'ld are being made to 

get around_ the two principal difficulties of making super-heavy nuclei 

with heavy ions. What can one do to take these suggest~ons out of the 

realm of speculations? 
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'-l11at is neeued is the accumulation of a. body of theoretical 

and experimental understanding of the interactions betw.een fteavy nuclei. 

This is.today an unexplored field,. hut one in.which intense activity 

is to be expected in the next few ·years. I will spend the main part of 

my talk in an attempt to bring into focus what I believe are the basic 

considerations underlying the theory of heavy-ion react'ions. This will 

be concerned with the physics of·. su¢h reactions rather than with super~ 

heavy elements. The understanding of the :phyaicR i.s how~vel~ essential 

for the. intelligent discussion of the prospects for super.:.hea. vy nuclei. 

MACROSCOPIC AND LEPrOPERMOUS APPROACHES 

;J:•o me· tha central o'implifying featm·~ uf ht!tt, vy-ion reactions is 

that both target and proj~ctile·contain large numbers of particles. 

Hence the physics of their interactions approaches the physics of 

macroscopic objects,' cbaracte:r;i.zed by A >> 1. Th~s is really a new:· 

situa.tim1 in nuclear reaction. theo:ry which, historically, has its roots 

in the idealization where the pro,jf!r.t.i l P. Js F.:~, struqtl:~,~e+ecc maoo point. 

On the other l1and the discussiol'l. of the interaction of two macroscopic 

ob,jects is a famiiiar concept in fission theory, and one may use fission 

theory ~;~.s a gllide in forrm~lat.ine; i:·h'=" phy~ics of heavy ion :r;-cactio115. 

In fact the t~o fields are identical in their basic concepi:;s and one 

· may reg~rd them as different applications within the single domain of 

II 1 'h.r • 11 • nuc ear macro.p ... ">'slCs character~zed by A>> 1. A ~rticularly .simple 

version of the macroscopic approach results if tne cube root of A may 

be treated .as large. 'I'his hA.s to do with the requir~ment that the 

diffuseness of the nuclear surface should be small compared to the 

nuclear radius. Thus if a system possesses a reasonably well-defined 

boundary it should be possible to describe lta state approximately in 

•. 
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terms of macroscopic quanti·ties such as the geometrical shape of this 

boundary. 

Chin-Fu Tsang in Berkeley has recently contributed to the 

analysis of the validity of such a macroscopic descriptio.n for an 

assembly. of particles characterized by a thin surfa~e layer.3 We use 

the name LEPrODERMOUS to describe a system which s~tisfie.s this condition 

of having a . thin surface. (From Greek:. LEPrOS = small, thin; DERMA = 

skin.) We have, of course, a lot of evidence that .nuclei are approxi-

mately leptodermous systems.· 

The basic simplification in formulating the theory of such 

systems is that one may use the dimensionless quantity· 

Surface diffuseness -l/3. ;:::;: A 
(Volume)1/ 3 

as a small parameter in a series expansion.of properties of interest. 

Let me point out that the macroscopic and leptodermous approxi

mations are not to be confused with a classical approach. The following 

table should make this clear. The criterion for a classical treatment 

I 
l 

Approximation Criterion. · 

Macroscopi_c 

Leptodermous l 

Classical 
"action" >> l 
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is that in a dynamical proc~ss the relevant action, measured in units 

of -fl, should be large. This is not the same as the assumption A >> 1. 

An example of a macroscopic but not classical tr~atment of.a system is 

the Thoma.s.;.;Fermi description· of atomic electrons. An example of a 

leptoderinous but not classical treatment is the discussion of the 

quantized oscillations ofan idealized liquid diop. 

4 
·Chin~Fu Tsang has. extended earlier work of Hill and Wheeler 
. . 5 

and of Hilf and Susswa.nn, to illustrate the conve.rgence of the lepto-

dermous expansion in the case of systems.resembliug nuclei, i.e. in the 

case of fermions in a potential well of nuclear dimensions. 

·One· example he gives is the total energy of -'240 such fermions 

at nuclear density inside a potential well of variable shape. This 

energy can be c~lculated exactly by summing 24o eigenvalues, or it can 

. -l/3 
be approximated by a macroscopic ~xpansion in powers of A 1 

· on the 

~~ptodermous model. 

· Th,e comparison of the results looks like this 

Order in. A l/3 

A (= 24o) 

A2/3 

Al/5 

Total 

Exact Sum 

Energy 
(Nev) 

. ...52 

6900 

14 

% of Total 

69.86% 

26.68% 

.0.20% 

Running Sum 

69.86% 

99.80% 

,. 
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From such studies we .conclude that the leptodermous. exp:msion 

is quite an excellent starting point for describing the overall properties 

of nuclear energies. 

The fundamental consequence which follows fro:n the leptodermous 

character of a system is that the shape- dependence of the potential 

energy can· be predicted to be of the following form·· 

+ c
3 

(Integra ted Curvature ) + • • . . 

To this we may add 

+ (Coulomb Energy). 

This looks like a Liquid Drop mass formula--which it is--but 

I want to stress that it is much more general in its ra:p.ge of validity. 

As I said, it applies to a shell model of quant.ized. non interacting 

fermions in a potential well no less than· to a droplet of water. In 

particcu~r the shape dependence predicted by this formula has been 
. . 

tested by Chin-Fu Tsang to the accuracy I indicated by ·varying the 

shape of the potential well and summing the 24o eigenvalues. 

Having satisfied ourselves that the leptodermous exransion is 

well~founded, let us consider the approximation in which crily larling terms 

~re kept. · These are (apart from a constant volU)Ile energy) a surface 

energy and a coulomb energy. From these we can form a single. 

dimensionless rarameter which specifies the static·pr-operties of a 

charged leptodermous system. We may take this parameter to be the 

familiar ·fissility parameter x of nuclear ·fission _theory, specifying 
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the relative intensity of electrification or the pystem 

·1 
X :::! '2 

= 1 
10 

1 
'50 

Ecoulomb(sphere) 
E surface (sphere) 

2 (charge) 

(volume')(surt:ace tension) 

for nuclei. 

This is a simple but ba$iC fact of ooth fission theory and heavy~ .,·· 

ion physics: as regards statics, the princi·pa.l features of the potential 

energy may be di$cussed .in terms of· a S'l,ll'face energy an~ a coulomb energy, 

with a single dimens:i,onless parameter specifying their. ~elative strengths. 

8'M'riCB· 

I wi l.l illustrate the consequences of this ra~.: l.. l.Jy considering 

two-dimensional potential energy map$ relevant. for heavy~ion reactions 

as well as :for fission physics. Such potential energy IJ;~aps, showing 

the en~rgy .as a ;fl)Jlction of t.hA RhR.:pP of t:.h'i •ystam, · ohould in p:fil'lciple 

be many-dimensional. It turns out that if you siinplify the problem as 

much as you-possibly can without falsifying relevant qualitative features, 

you end up with FQ dimensions. 'F'or a very impor·tant rcaoon one 

dimension is not enough in P!inc_~J?.~~.' but two dimensiom; arP. O.K. 

(I will make a digression to explain this. In conventional 

nuclear. reaction theory, root~d in the mass-point 4escription of the . . . 

project~le; one often starts by drawing a one-dimensional potential 

well, with a coulomb barrier if the projectile is charged. The most 
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significarlt single feature of Fig. 2 is the division of the 

configuration ·space into two regions, inside and outside of the 

barrier. 

For two .or more dimensions the role of a potential energy 

barrier-is played by a "saddle point with one degree of instability" (Fig.3) 

and the configuration space gets divided instead into three regions: 

inside, outside and neither. 

A·formal analogy of this situation in the case of four dimensions 

is the division of space-time into the three regions: past, future and 

space-like regions. 

The failure to-appreciate this qualitative distinction_between 

one~dimensional and more-than-one-dimensional reaction theory has led · 

· to very down-to-earth consequences. It is the root of misunderstandings 

about whether overcoming a coulomb barrier or the Q-value in a heavy-

ion reaction is or is not enough to lead to a-compound nucleus. The 

question is phrased as if the amount of energy by itself could provide 

the ·answer (as it can in the case of one dimension). 'In the case of 

more than one dimension if you happen to be in the "NEITHER" region the 

question cannot be answered on the basis of the potential energy alone: 

the consideration of dynamics becomes-necessary. The lesson of this is 

that in heavy-ion and fission physics "two-dimensional thinking" must 

replace the "one-dimensional thinking" of ordinary reaction theory.) 

The two dimensions which I will use in my potential energy ·maps 

correspond to a separation coordinate, measurin~ the distance between 

the two colliding nuclei (or the separation of the fission fragments) 

and an asymmetry coordinate, measuring the relative size of the two pieces. 
. . 
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My parameterization of the possible huclearshapes will be in 

terms of .the external surfaces of two intersecting spheres of radii 

R
1 

A,nd .R
2

, · whose centers are at a distance .e , (See Fig. 4. ) 

It turns out to be convenient to define the following 

dimensionle$s polar coo~dinates r, e 

.£ 
r ; 

Rl + R2 
separation coordinate. 

Q 
1( l\ R2 

.. -:2 Hl +·H 
2 

a~ymmetry coordinate. 

With this choice, r = oo means lnfinitely separated fragm~nts and 
. . .. 

r = 1 means touching fragments (the scissio~ configura tiori). The 

.case e = o. means equal fragments (or reflectio~ syriunetric shcj.pes) 

and 
·. 0 

e = ± 90. means very unequal fragments; in fact one fragment has· 

all the mass, the other one is a point. 

Note o.l3o tho.t whe11ever .£ < ln
1 

.. R
2
1 vi~ ct.gct.lu ll!:l.ve !:l. single 

::,~l1e.c~. Iu L~.L·w:::; uf 1·, 6 Lllls condition reads 

r 

and this corresponds to portions of two spirals, as shown in Fig. 5. 

Using this coordinate grid let us plot the potential energy of a nucleus 

considered as a leptodermous system, i.e. having a surface energy and ~ 

coulomb energy. 

Figure 9 shows the case appropriate to· a fairly heavy nucleus. 

(All the maps I will show are semi-quantitative. The spacing of the 

contour iines is one fiftieth of the surface energy of th~ compound 

system, which for a heavy nucleus would mean a spacing of some 10-20 MeV • 

. I· 

• 
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(separated fragments) and a cliff overlooking the lake. The region of 

the cliff corresponds to the front half of a fission barrier (if you 

climb the cliff along a symmetric path with 9 ~ 0) or to the surface 

region of a nuclear potential well (if you climb it along a very 

t i th "th 9 close to +_ 90°). asymme r c pa , Wl. In our. diagram8 there is 

thus a continuous connection between plots of fission tarriers and 
. . . 

plots of_ riuc.lear ;potential wells. Figl.We 7 correspond.P. t.o ~ow x (l:i.ght 

.nuclei). ·We see the beginning of· a iow region corresponding to.eq_ua.l . . ' . 

separated fragments. Note that at this stage the land lljg.S$ has only a 
. . 
single mc>1intain in the center. The only passes are the configurations 

of unequal fragments at infinity. 

As. x increases)a critical stage occurs at which the central 

mou,ntain .divides into two mountains, with a new ];E;ss between them. 

This :;i.s .shown in "F'ig. R) cor:r.ssponding .to mcdhun nuclei. Next .i::; Fig.· 9, 

heavy nuclei, which I have discussed .. Finally, Fig. 1.<? -corresponds to 
.. 

~uper-heavy :uul!lel. ·The mountain range has been breached by the ocean 

across the symmetric saddle and ther~ :is a. direct routA f'rnm t.hP l:;:~.kli' 

into the ocean. The spherical shape has lost stability against dis-

lntegntt1on. 

·Before leaving these Potential Energy maps let n:i.e make two remarks 

concerning the two idealizations on which· they are bas·ed, namely: 

· 1. P.arameterization of nuclear shapes in:terms of two 

intersecting spheres .. 

2. Disregard ot' shell effects in the leptodermous, 

macroscopic approach, 

One knows from fission theory that in.order to get q_uantitatively 

correct maps one has to improve the parameterization by introducing more 
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degrees of freedom. However, it turns out that the quali_tative 

features remain as I have shown. -These ~re: 

For low x: Two minima 

One mountain 

Two passes 

For high x: Two minima 

(x > 0.396) Two mountains 

Three passes. 

The dividing line turns out to be x = 0.396 in a calculation which 

re~oves the restrictive parameterization. These features are basic 

invariants of the landscape, which_cha~acterize heavy ·ion and fis~ion 

theory in the leptodermous idealization. 

As regards shell effects, they would introduce bumps and wiggles 

on top of the average landscape that· I discussed. For example, a magic 

compound nucleus would depress the level of the mountain lak~ (by some 

10 MeV). A· magic fragment or pair of fragments would introduce a narrow 

canyon running along ~ fixed 9 from r = oo to r ~ 1 and even a 

little _inside the scission circle. One speculates that such canyons 

might be responsible for the observed asymmetry of nuclear fission. 

Strutiriski's secondary shells, responsible for spontaneous fission 

isomers, are. ripples between the mountain. luke and the ocean. 

For many purposes these depressions, canyons and ripples are 

essential, but they should be viewed in the right perspective, as local 

fluctua~ions of a few MeV superimposed on the broad features measured 

in terms of tens of r.feV and which are the result of the leptbdermous 

character of' nuclei. 

·.; 
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DYNAMICS 

Now let me say a few simple things about.the dynamics of heavy 

ion and fission physics. This is necessary since.the maps I discussed 

provide only the stage on which the dynamical processe~ of fission and 

fus·ion are played out. In the idealization that I considered there . . 

were two building blocks, two pieces of pnysics, from ·which the potential 

energy ·could be constructed: t.he ourfa.ce and .coulomb 'energies. How 

' 
many new pieces ot· physics do we have to isolate in o~·der to discuss 

dynamics?' 

My answer is two, once more. The two <lynamical properties have 

to do with the general structure of any equation of mot:i,on. .Thus in 

general any macroscopic equation of motion has three types of terms. 

Those involving the zeroth, first and s·econd time .<leri vati ves of the 

generalized coordinates of' the syste!Jl. In simple language the terms 

with zeroth time derivatives make up the Potential Energy,. those with 

second time derivatives make -qp tht7, KinetiG Energy. The terms wUh 

first time derivatives are called friction, viscosity or dissipative 

terms. 

In going beyond the s~a·Hc stage of onr d:iRcnssi.on there are 

thus two new pieces of physics to be discussed. 

1 ~. Generalized Inertia Coefficients. 

2. Generalized Friction Coefficients. 

In nuclear physics the inertia coefficients have been discussed in'the 

case of rotations .• vibrations and, more recently, nur.i P.ar f:i.ssion. A 

cranking ~odel is often employed • 

. i 
.I 
I 
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The friction coefficients are usually not called by that name, 

but are related to calculations of widths of (collective) modes of 

motion. In general each given problem is handled individuallyj the 

inertia and friction coefficients being worked out fr.om scratch in the 

given situation. 

Here I would like to pose a question--without being able.to 

give an answer. Is it not likelY: that when A>> 1 a macroscopic 

limit is approo.ched in which the inertia and friction coefficients-

at least~ as regards average. trends--can. be deduced from average macro

scopic properties, rather than _from microscopic calculations on 

individual nuclei? I feel there must be ~ome limiting form of the 

dynamics of very large nuclei which is derivable from the properties 

of nucl~ar matter and the gross shape of the nucleus. As· we saw this 

is true in the ~ase of the potential energy, where one does not nave 

to work out the energy of each individual nucleus from scratch, but 

can get a good approximation of average properties from macroscopic 

considerations. 

I.et me remind .you of some simple consequences "that would follow 

from a·dimensional analysis if the hypothesis of a macroscopic approach 

to nuclear dynamics turned out to be correct. 

The validity of a macroscopic approach 1vould imply that it is 

possible to i.l.efine a local velocity field v in the nuclear fluid, 

and the leptodermous assumption would imply that all fluid elements in 

the bulk of "the system have the same properties. One could then define 

a viscosi~y coefficient in the usual way as related to the rate, per 

unit volume, of dissipation of energy caused by the presence of velocity 
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g;radients in the flow pattern. Thus 

dE -~JJf(grad 2 
= v) dx dy dz 

dt 

~ = viscosity coe:{fic;ient. 

The.<lissipation of energy cannot depend on the first power bf 

the gradlent of v for obvious symmetry reason!3. I have simplified 
6 

somewhat the definition of ·~, but ·I wrote down th~s.eqtation only to 

remind you of the dimension~ of ~ 

. M. 
= LT 

Let us S'l.lppose·that in nuclear macro-dynamics there is something 

like a viscosity coefficient, ·:with the above dimensions. .We can then go 

· throUgh an·· elementary exercise in dimensional analysis to speeulate on 

some simple features of nuclear dynamics. (In what follpws I have 

asoumcd the vnlidity not only of the macroscopic approach but also of 

the leptodermous approach. Iu l-lie ~.:tt::;e uf <lyu.ctm1e::; I feel less strongly 

about the validity of the latter, because the mean free pa;th of nucleons 

iR not Rmall r.nmp:!.r.Pn t.n t.hP $ i 7.~ of ev~n thta h,.a,viil~>t m.1olei. 'l'ha 

mean free path provides in fact a further dimensional quantity not 

considered in the analysis given below, which would hC)ld in the limit 

of a short. mean free path. In the opposite limit of a mean free path 

very large compared to nuclear sizes the situation .is reminiscent of 

the- calculation of the coulomb energy ()f. a nucleus: because of the 

lo~ (infinite) range of the electrostatic interaction a leptoder~ous 
approaCh ~a division of the electric energy into bulk and surface terms 

·-does not hold. A macroscopic approximation is, however, still valid). 

I 
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.·confiider a blob of leptod.ermous nuclear matter with volume v, 

charge .Q, . density p, ~urface. ten.sion i' and ~scosity T} • The 

dimensions of the.se quanti~ies are: 

: [vl = 
!3 ... 

L . 

[Q2] M13· 
- rjF" These ~efine statics. 

·_[r] M 
·-

.rs?-

Lp] M 
= 

3 L. These are. required 'for dynamics .. 

[T}] M 
= LT .8., . i' I . 

•G· v,Q,p,~ ·.·· 

' -·------ P"" •• 

From these five quant;i~ies we can form three basic units of· 

mass, length and time,. appropriate to the system in (_!Uestion. ·In 

additori we can form two dimensioriless parrumeters. 

Thus, for example, we may int~oduce these·units 

.(· .. Jl/3 v .. 
~-- 4 ·. = 

3:n: 
R . 0 ' radius of equivalent sphere; 

total mass; 

1 · (period· of fundamental mode of uncha.rged, 
2:n: · nonviscous sphere); 

I 
I 

/ 



These units tell us ·how to scale different systems in .order to make 

them comparable; for example, how to compare nucle~ of different . . . . . 

sizes~ o:t how to compare a nucleus with ·a drop of water. 

As our first dimensionless-. parameter we may take the fissility 

param~ter discussed previously 

X 
1 Q2 

10 vr. for nuclei. 

Lastly we introduce the new dimensionless number, a "·creep· parameter": 

.Z = !l vr P Ro 

( ~-folding .+.im'i .of crtiliping rlilhu-n of \ln~har(lo<l) 
= 5:5. spheroid to ~ere 

19 u 
T 

cc A -1/6 for nuclei. 

' 

(I hav~ deduced the coefficient 5-{2/19 fr·om Lamb, 7 who quotes 

Darwin, but have not checked it.) 

If the creep ~rameter is large, the dynamics pf, the _system 

are creepy, like·those of honey. If the creep parameter is small the 

system is mobile, like mercury. 

The fact that the A-dependence is so exceedinglJT. slow shows 

that if ·nuclei in one neighborhood of the periodic tabl·e can be, shown 
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to be mobile or creepy, the conclusion should hold for essentially the 

whole periodic table. 

Well, how large is z? Are nuclei creepy or mobile? The precise 

·answer may not be simple; for example, it will depend on th~ degree of 

excitation (i.e., a temperatJre ·dependence of the viscosity coefficient). 

I think however there is rather good evidence from fission that even up 

to moderate ·E7Xcitations nucl~i are not creepy. 

Figure 11 shows Nix's ~alculations of the kine~ic energy of 

fission fragments and an analysis of the total into pre~scission and 

post-scission contributions. The ca1culations were done with zero 

viscosity and you can see that for the heavier nuclei a very substantial 

part of ·the kinetic energy comes from the saddle-to-scission stage. 

Although the corresponding viscous calculations have not been done, it 

~s surely true that if nuclei. were creepy fragments would not begin to 
. . . . 

accelerate until somewhere close to scission and a substantially lower 

ki~etic energy wou1d result. The trend of the experimental points seems 

to exclude this possibility. 

Thus, certainly z ~ 1 and, in fact, probably z << l. 

To confirm this, and :possibly determine z., there is an 

outstanding need to repeat Ni~'s calculations--at least the kinetic 

·energy release part--as a function of viscosity. This would clear up 

a fundamental question in n4clear macro-dynamics. Perhaps it will 

turn out that z ~ 0 is a good approximation and life .would be that 

much.easier when discussing the dynamics of heavy ion collisions and 
I. 

super-heav:Y element formation. 
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PINCH-OFF REACTIONS 

Let me end with an example of some unexpected things one might 

find in the .dynamics of the fusion of heaVY nuclei, especially if the 

viscosity shoUld turn out to be small. 

I am referring to a partial-transfer or.PINCH-OFF type of

reaction, a prototype· of which was found in· Stan Thomps_ori' s group in 

Berkeley some years ago in experiments on the fusion of liquid· drops. 

Liquid drops, like nuclei, are leptodermoun nystems, an,d provid~d one 

scales the units of time, mass and length appropriately, there is a 

lot to be learned frqm such studies. 

The . following phenomenon was observed.. If a small drop of 

water is_gently brought in con~act with a much larger drop (in fact a 

plane surface of water)~ rather violent fusion·process ~akes place. 

'l'he dynamics of the f'usion tilrn out to be such that.--quite unexpectedly 

--only part of the drop gets absorbed. (The part closest to the plane 

G1.lrfaoe. ) · 'J:'he rear p1.rt of the drop doaG not ha va time to follm·r tho 

fusion dyn~mics and gets left behind. Figure 12 s~ows a sequence of 

frames from a movie which illustrates this. 

· Three interesting variations of this :r:artial transfer or 

PINCH-OFF phenomenon have been found. First, if one increases the 

viscosity of the fluid--say if pne goes from water to oil--the effect 

disappea~s. The small drop gets absorbed in a creepy way,- as one 

would expect. 

Second, if two equal drops are gently brought into contact, 

the effect also disappears. Figure 13 illustrates a. sequence of 

photographs of the dynamics in this case. You can see that there is 
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an attempt·by the system to pinch off two smaller drops .from the two 

ends, but the attempt is unsuccessful • 

. T4ird, by a clever trick involving the use of ~ravity, one may 

try to study.the effect that a·volume electrification--such as is 

present in nuciei--w.0~d have on the partial transfer ·process. As 
. . . 

expected the results suggest that the coulomb eriergy would tend to 

increase the. fraction of the droplet that. gets pinched of:f. 

If one applies the proper scaling laws to go from liquid drops 

to nuclei, one ends up with the expectation that, provided the nuclear 

viscosity is not too large, such partial transfer reactions should 

occur following the contact of two nucl~i (at l:lombarding energies close 

to the· coulomb barrier). The effect is expected in particular if the 

two nuclei are unequal in size, but, because of the electrostatic 

repulsion; might well occur also. in the case of comparable·nuclei. 

This leads to the following speculation, to be added to the 

long list of hypothetical reactions suggested in connection with 

super-heavy nuclei: 

B 1 r. l I• hi 1 • Hg204 .. ~ Tl_2)2 d r· ng ·~oget 1er ·~wo eavy nuc el., e.g., . anu. . 1 , an 
I 

hope that by a pinch-off reaction.a large central super-heavy 114 

nucleus i·s f~med, with two smaller Ni fragments flying off. (See 

Fig. 14.) 

Perhaps such a reaction would have a better chance of forming 

the l:L4.nucleus 

binary fission 

in a near-spherical shape than the very asymmetric I . . . 
that I mentioned earlier. 

! 

Let me summarize the main points of. my talk. 
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l. I bei'ieve that a macroscopic apprOO:ch to hea:vy-ion and fission 

phys.ics, i.e., NUCLEAR MACRO-.PHYSICS charact.eri2ed by A >> 1, 

is the app:topria te startfng point. 

2. In the case of statics, the. LEPI'ODERMOUS model · (A1 / 3 >> 1) provid~s 
a simple starting point. A similar approach should be expJ,..ored in· 

the case of. dynamics. 

3.. The q_uest~on of the Vi.scosity of nuclear matter is t.he. outstariding 

. problem in the dynamics. ·An analyois of the 'kinetic energy relea..se . . . 

in fission should proyide a measurement of the nucl~~r CREEP PARAMETER 

and thus determine the viscosity. 

4. As regards the use. of heavy ibns in attempts to make super-~eavy 

nucl,ei, ·th~ extreme ffi.ITrLEN.EES of the latter fs the great danger. 

5·· .Model ex_periments with liq_u~d drops, if judiciously interpreted, 

may be helpful in. understanding nuclear macro:..dyna!ll1Co, for" example, 

the PINCH-OFF effect. 
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FIGURF. CAPI'IONS 

1. Three ~xtreme types of heavy-ion reactions are located at the 

corners of a triangle in a plot with Aprojectile and A 
target 

as axes; The inside of th~ triangle corresponds·to.Gases intermediate 

between these "conventional", "inverse fission" at?.d 'overshoot" reactions. 

2. In conventional reaction theory the configuration space :j..s often 

thought of as divided into two regions: inside and outside of a 

potential energy barrier. 

3. In reaction· theory with two or more dimensions the· role of a barrier 

is played by a "saddle point with one degree of instability" and the 

configuration s.pace· should be thought of as divided. into three regions: 

I 

inside, outside and neither. 

4. A two-parameter family of shapes is specified by two overlapping or 

Rep=l.rf;l.t.ed,. spheres. 'rhe :i.nt.erna.l surfacf.)s a.re erased and the voJ.ume 

re-normalized to a standard value. 

) . 'I'he two deformation parameters ot· the two-sphere family of' shapes are 

plotted as polar coordinates . r., e. The cir.cle r = oo corresponds 

to separated spheres, r = 1 to tangent spheres· ·and the region 

r < g_ leI 
1{ 

to a single sphere. For e = 0 the two spheres are 

equal~ for e = ± 90° one of the spheres. is vanishingly small. 

6. Energ-;{ map of two-sphere configurations for x = 0 (no charge on the 

system). An elevated glacier (white) overlooks the .lake with spiral 

boundaries. 

'7. Energy. ma·p of two-sphere configurations for low charge (light nuclei). 

Two low regions are se~rated by a snow-capped mom1tain, with two 

passes on the edge of the map. 

\ 
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8. Energy_map of two-sphere configurations for medium-weight nuclei. 

The mountain range separa.ting the lake with spirai boundaries from 

the ocean in the upper part consists of two peaks a'nd three passes. 

9. Energy ~P. of two-sphere configurations for heavy nuclei. The central 

pass (the fission barrier) across the mountain range separating the 

lake with spiral boundaries from the ocean is about to vanish. 

10. Energy map of two-sphere configurations .for super-heavy nuclei: The 

mountain range has been breached and (in the absence of shell effects) 

there would be no barrier against fission. 

11. Comparisons of calculated and experimental most probable fission-
. . 

fragment translational kinetic energies, as.functions of the 

f'issility parameter x. The dot-dashed curve gives the calculated 

energy acquired by the fragments between the saddle point and scission, 

the short-dashed curve that acquired after scission, and the solid 

curve the final total. If the motion of the. drop 

betweenthe saddle and scission were very viscous one would expect 

the results to follow the trend of the' dashed curve. The fact that 

they don 1 t suegests that viscosity is not large (see Nix 1 s Ref. 8) ~ 

12. In the first frame (selected from a high speed .movie sequence) a drop 

of ~ter (or alcohol) is resting on a flat surface of the. same medium, 

equivalent to another drop of infinite radius. (The small droplet on 

the left should be disregarded.) Contact between the drop and. the 

flat surface is prevented by a layer of air. In the next frame the 

air has been squeezed out and fusion begins. The lower part of the 

drop is rapidly absorbed_but the upper part does not have time .to 

follow (frame #5) and gets lef't behind (frame #4). 
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13. Four f'rames ::?hewing the :fusion of two equal drops (restipg on a 

,fluid: Eiurfa.ce but sepa~!3,ted. rrom. it by. a. thin c~lshion (.lf ctlL·) . . I . . . ·.. . . . . .· ~ . . 
Fusion. ha~. begun .in .f'ram~ #2. · . .In frame #3 · t'vo protube~ances on 

either ·side of the .central drop· wi.tness to the difficulty. experienced 

by the far sides of the.cOa'lescing drops in following the dynamics 

'of the ·rl.lsion. Two smaller drople~s are almost;. but not ·q,l,lite., left 

~~hind; .:the result is a si~gle drop <P.ame #4) .. 

14. iA hyp()thetical reaction sugg~sted·l)y studies of cOO.lescing liquid. 

I drops. '!'we. ·heavy ·nuciei come into contact and by a pin.ch~o1'f I - ·. . . . . . . . .. : 

: react~:on. fcii'lll· a supe_r-he,a vY nucleus and -two Sl'lJ?.llel; ·frag~e:p.t.s .. ·. 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 






